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Abstract
The distance d(u; v) from vertex u to vertex v in a digraph G is the length of the shortest directed path from u to v.
The eccentricity e(v) of vertex v is the maximum distance of v to any other vertex of G. A vertex u is an eccentric vertex
of vertex v if the distance from v to u is equal to the eccentricity of v. The eccentric digraph ED(G) of a digraph G is
the digraph that has the same vertex set as G and the arc set de5ned by: there is an arc from u to v i7 v is an eccentric
vertex of u. The idea of the eccentric digraph of a graph was introduced by Buckley (Congr. Numer. 149 (2001) 65) and
the idea of the eccentric digraph of a digraph by Boland and Miller (Proceedings of AWOCA’01, July 2001, p. 66). In
this paper, we examine eccentric digraphs of digraphs for various families of digraphs and we consider the behaviour of
an iterated sequence of eccentric digraphs of a digraph. The paper concludes with several open problems.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Suppose G is a graph with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G). The distance d(u; v) between vertices u and v is
the length of the shortest path joining u and v. The eccentricity e(v) of v is the maximum distance from v to any other
vertex in G. The radius rad(G) is the minimum eccentricity of the vertices in G; the diameter diam(G) is the maximum
eccentricity of the vertices in G. Vertex v is an eccentric vertex of u if d(v; u) = e(u). We de5ne d(u; v) =∞ whenever
there is no path joining the vertices u and v. Buckley [2] de5nes the eccentric digraph ED(G) of a graph G as having
the same vertex set as G and there is an arc from u to v if v is an eccentric vertex of u. An example of a graph and its
eccentric digraph is given in Fig. 1.
The paper [2] presents the eccentric digraphs of many classes of graphs including complete graphs, complete bipartite
graphs, antipodal graphs and cycles, and gives various interesting general structural properties of eccentric digraphs of
graphs. As one of the main results it is ascertained that “For almost every graph G, its eccentric digraph is ED(G)=( DG)∗”,
where ( DG)∗ denotes the complement of G in which each undirected edge had been replaced by two symmetric arcs.
In [1] Boland and Miller introduced the concept of the eccentric digraph of a digraph. Our reason for doing this was
partly because there did not seem to be any compelling reason to restrict the de5nition of eccentric digraphs to apply
only to undirected graphs. Still, more importantly, relaxing the de5nition to accommodate directed graphs allows us to
consider iterated sequences of eccentric digraphs.
From now on, in this paper, G denotes a directed graph (digraph) with vertex set V (G) and arc set E(G). A vertex
u is said to be reachable from vertex v in a digraph G if there is a directed path from v to u and the number of arcs
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Fig. 1.
in a shortest such path is the distance from v to u, d(v; u). If there is no directed path from u to v in G, then we de5ne
d(u; v) =∞.
The eccentricity of a vertex v, e(v) in a digraph G is the distance from v to a vertex furthest from v. A vertex u
in a digraph G is a eccentric vertex of vertex v if the distance from v to u is equal to e(v). The eccentricity
sequence of a digraph G is the sequence of eccentricities of G written in non-decreasing order and it is denoted by
ES(G).
The eccentric digraph of a digraph G, denoted ED(G), is the digraph on the same vertex set as G with an arc from
vertex v to vertex u in ED(G) if and only if u is an eccentric vertex of v. Note that if a vertex has out-degree zero,
that vertex has all the other vertices of the given digraph as its eccentric vertices. Given a positive integer k¿ 2, the kth
iterated eccentric digraph of G is written as EDk(G) = ED(EDk−1(G)) where ED1(G) = ED(G).
In this paper, an edge between two vertices u and v in a digraph will indicate that there is both an arc from u to v
and an arc from v to u.
2. New results
The following observations are easily justi5ed.
Observation 1. If G is disconnected with k strongly connected components of orders n1; n2; : : : ; nk , then ED(G)=Kn1 ;n2 ;:::;nk ,
a complete (directed) multipartite graph.
Furthermore, it is easy to see that
Observation 2. The eccentric digraph of a complete multipartite digraph is a disjoint union of complete digraphs, more
precisely, ED(Kn1 ;n2 ;:::;nk ) = Kn1 ∪ Kn2 ∪ · · · ∪ Knk .
Therefore, we have
Theorem 1 (Boland and Miller [1]). For any disconnected digraph G with components of order n1; n2; : : : ; nk , the mth
iteration of the eccentric digraph is
EDm(G) =
{
Kn1 ;n2 ;:::;nk if m odd;
Kn1 ∪ Kn2 ∪ · · · ∪ Knk if m even:
Observation 3. If G is the complete digraph Kn, then ED(G) = G.
Observation 4. If G is a complete multipartite digraph, then ED2(G) = G.
Observation 5. The eccentric digraph of a directed cycle is a directed cycle, ED(Cn) = Cn.
However, note that the direction of the arcs in ED(Cn) is opposite to the direction of the arcs in the given cycle Cn.
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Observation 6. A non-trivial eccentric digraph has no vertex of out-degree zero.
A digraph is acyclic if it contains no directed cycles.
Theorem 2. An acyclic digraph G contains at least one vertex of out-degree zero.
Proof. Let P be a maximum length directed path in an acyclic digraph. Then the 5nal vertex in P must have out-degree
zero or there would be a directed cycle as an induced subdigraph of G.
In view of Theorem 2 and Observation 6, we have
Corollary. A non-trivial eccentric digraph contains at least one directed cycle.
Thus if G is a non-trivial acyclic digraph, then there is no graph or digraph H such that ED(H) = G.
Theorem 3. Let G be a digraph with |V (G)| = n and no vertex of out-degree 0. Then G has a vertex of out-degree
n− 1 if and only if ED(G) has a vertex of out-degree n− 1.
Proof. Suppose G has a vertex v with out-degree n− 1. Then every other vertex in V (G) is an eccentric vertex of v and
so in ED(G) there is an arc from v to every other vertex.
On the other hand, suppose that in ED(G) there is an arc from some vertex v to every other vertex. Then every vertex
from V (G)− v is an eccentric vertex of v in G. Since v is adjacent to some vertex, say u of V (G)− v in G, it follows
that dG(v; u) = 1. Then it must be the case that the distance in G from v to any other vertex is one.
Below DG denotes the complement of G, id(v) is the in-degree of v, od(v) is the out-degree of v, and G¡H means
G is an induced subdigraph of H . The eccentric digraph appendage number of G is the minimum number of vertices
that must be added to a digraph G so that there exists a digraph G′ which is the eccentric digraph of some digraph
and G¡G′.
Theorem 4. If G is not the eccentric digraph of some (directed or undirected) graph H , then the eccentric digraph
appendage number of G equals one.
Proof. For a digraph G which is not an eccentric digraph, we shall determine a digraph G′ such that G¡G′; G′ is the
eccentric digraph of some graph H ′, and |V (G′)| = |V (G)| + 1. To do so, we construct an appropriate graph H ′, such
that ED(H ′) = G′. Let H ′ consist of DG together with an additional vertex x such that x is joined to a vertex v of DG as
follows:
(1) if v was isolated in G, then neither arcs xv nor vx are present,
(2) if in G, id(v) = 0 but od(v)¿ 0, then just arc vx is present,
(3) if in G, od(v) = 0 but id(v)¿ 0, then just xv is present, and
(4) if in G, id(v)¿ 0 and od(v)¿ 0, then both xv and vx are present.
Analyzing (1)–(4), we see that every vertex in H ′ has eccentricity at least two in H ′. Now consider ED(H ′). An isolated
vertex u in G is adjacent to all vertices except x in H ′, and adjacent from all vertices except x in H ′. Thus u has an arc
only toward x in ED(H ′). Since u is adjacent from all vertices other than x, and those vertices have eccentricity at least
two, there are no arcs from those vertices to u in ED(H ′). Thus u is isolated from the other vertices of G in H ′.
Consider a vertex v satisfying (2). Then in H ′, v is adjacent from each vertex w it had been adjacent to in G, and
adjacent to each vertex z it had not been adjacent to in G. Then in H ′, d(v; z) = 1, d(v; x) = 1 and d(v; w) = 2 (since
v; x; w in a path in H ′; by (3) and (4) xw is present because id(w)¿ 0 in G). Thus the eccentric vertices of v in H ′ are
the vertices it was adjacent to in G. Hence, in ED(H ′), v has arcs precisely toward those vertices.
Consider a vertex satisfying (3). Then in H ′, v is adjacent to each vertex z it had been adjacent from in G, and adjacent
to each vertex w it had not been adjacent from in G. Then in H ′, d(v; z) = 1, d(v; w) = 1 and d(v; x) = 2 (since v; z; x in
a path in H ′; by (2) and (4) zx is present because od(z)¿ 0 in G). So x is the only eccentric vertex of v in H ′. Hence
in ED(H ′), v has an arc toward x but no arc toward any vertex of G.
Consider a vertex satisfying (4). Then in H ′, v is adjacent to each vertex z it had been either adjacent from or isolated
from in G, and adjacent from each vertex w it had been adjacent to in G (it is also adjacent from vertices it had been
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isolated from in G). Then in H ′, d(v; z) = 1, d(v; x) = 1 and d(v; w) = 2 (since v; z; x in a path in H ′; by (2) and (3)
xw is present because id(w)¿ 0 in G). So each w is an eccentric vertex of v in H ′ and there are no others. Hence in
ED(H ′), v has an arc toward each w but no arc toward any other vertex of G.
From this analysis, we can see that G¡G′, where G′=ED(H ′), and |V (G′)|= |V (G)|+1. Thus the eccentric digraph
appendage number of G equals one.
Another line of investigation concerns the iterated sequence of eccentric digraphs. It is obvious (and follows for example
from Theorem 3) that for any digraph G with |V (G)|=n, its eccentric digraph sequence EDk(G) cannot cycle through all
possible digraphs on n vertices. However, for every graph (respectively digraph) G there exist smallest natural numbers
m and s such that EDs(G) = EDm+s(G).
As an example of an iterated sequence of eccentric digraphs, consider G = (V; E) where V = {a; b; c; d; e} and E =
{{a; b}; {a; d}; {b; c}; {c; d}; {d; e}}. Then ED(G) = (V; E1) where E1 = {(a; e); (a; c); (b; e); (c; a); (c; e); (d; b); (e; b)}.
ED2(G) = (V; E2) where E2 = {(a; d); (b; a); (b; c); (b; d); (c; d); (d; a); (d; c); (e; a); (e; c); (e; d)}.
ED3(G) = (V; E3) where E3 = {(a; b); (a; e); (b; e); (c; b); (c; e); (d; b); (d; e); (e; b)}.
ED4(G) = (V; E4) where E4 = {(a; c); (a; d); (b; a); (b; c); (b; d); (c; a); (c; d); (d; a); (d; c); (e; a); (e; c); (e; d)}.
ED5(G) = ED3(G).
Thus s(G) = 3 and m(G) = 2.
We have the following
Observation 7. Let m and s be the smallest natural numbers such that for a digraph G we have EDs(G) = EDm+s(G).
Then
1. m= 1; s = 0 if and only if G = Kn.
2. m= 1; s = 1 if and only if G = DKn.
3. m= 2; s = 0 when G = Kn1 ;n2 ;:::;nk or G = Kn1 ∪ Kn2 ∪ · · · ∪ Knk .
4. m= 2; s= 1 when G =Hn1 ;n2 ;:::;nk or G =Hn1 ∪Hn2 ∪ · · · ∪Hnk where Hn1 ;n2 ;:::;nk is a strongly connected subdigraph of
Kn1 ;n2 ;:::;nk of order n1 + n2 + · · ·+ nk , Hn1 ∪Hn2 ∪ · · · ∪Hnk is a strongly connected subdigraph of Kn1 ∪Kn2 ∪ · · · ∪Knk
of order n1 + n2 + · · ·+ nk .
Note that for all other values of m and s the classi5cation of graphs (respective digraphs) according to the behaviour
of their eccentric digraph iterations is completely open.
3. Open problems
In this section, we list some open problems concerning eccentric digraphs.
Open problem 1. Find the eccentric digraph of various classes of graphs and digraphs.
Open problem 2. Given any digraph G, does there exist a graph H such that ED(H) = G?
Open problem 3. Given any digraph G, does there exist a digraph H such that ED(H) = G?
Open problem 4. Find graphs or digraphs for which m is the smallest integer such that EDm(G)=G for m=1; 2; : : : ; f(n).
Open problem 5. Given the order of a graph or a digraph, what is the maximum possible value of f(n) in Open
problem 4?
Open problem 6. Find conditions besides Observation 6 that will help to determine that a digraph H is not the eccentric
digraph of another digraph G.
Theorem 7 of [2] described the connectedness properties of ED(T ) for trees T .
Open problem 7. Is there anything special we can say about the structure of ED2(T ) for a tree T?
Theorem 8 of [2] characterized when ED(T ) is planar for a (undirected) tree T .
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Open problem 8. Find a characterization of when ED(G) is planar for digraphs in general.
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